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WHO WE ARE

Massive is a nationwide provider of medical and
subrogation services, serving the legal, medical,
and insurance industries.

We are an expert team of attorneys and analysts
dedicated to saving our clients time and money,
using state-of-the-art technology, our expertise,
and personalized service to deliver Massive results.
  



WHAT WE DO

LIEN RESOLUTION

Single Event & Mass Tort

COST PROJECTIONS
Medicare and non-Medicare

MEDICARE SET-ASIDES

Workers’ Comp and Liability



LIEN RESOLUTION

We negotiate aggressively with all subrogating
health insurers to maximize lien reductions.

We use proprietary state-of-the-art technology
that simplifies the case submission process and
gives real-time updates.

We dedicate a single point of contact for all
of your files, and provide you with on-demand 
access to our live data portal.

Single Event

We o�er flexible pricing customized to fit every
case. There are no upfront costs. There is no fee
unless you win.



We negotiate directly with the leadership
at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services and various subrogees to create
e�ective lien resolution programs.

We use our relationships with Rawlings,
Equian, Conduent, and others to produce
e�cient, large-scale lien resolution, enabling
faster distribution of settlement funds.

We negotiate the most e�cient reduction
schedules in the industry and have resolved
thousands of liens while providing expert lien
claims management. 

LIEN RESOLUTION

Mass Tort



MASS TORT

Dangerous Drugs

Cases We’ve Resolved

Pradaxa, Levaquin, Yaz,
Xarelto, Zyprexa

Product Liability

Transvaginal Mesh with
multiple manufacturers

Medical Devices
NuvaRing, da Vinci,
Stryker, Wright hips

Toxic Torts

Factory Emissions, Asbestos



LIVE DATA PORTAL

Simple Case Submission

Live Updates 24/7

Easy Communication

One page intake form

Online submission

Document upload functionality

Provides lien and settlement status

Lien reduction information

Document receipt notification

Ask questions

Request an updated lien

Send settlement information



Whether you have an MSA or not, a significant
amount of future medical expenses are not
properly accounted for in many settlements. We
uncover and organize future medical expenses,
and provide workers’ compensation and liability
firms with the accuracy and e�ciency needed 
when determining future medical costs, helping
you turn them into revenue.

COST PROJECTIONS

Full Medical
Determines all future medical costs, but doesn’t
separate between Medicare and non-Medicare.

Non-Medicare plus Medicare
Separates each payment between those
that Medicare pays and those they don’t.

Non-Medicare
Calculates what medical costs will be missed
by an MSA. Best used as a supplement.



MEDICARE SET-ASIDES

Workers’ Compensation
We provide definitive answers and protect
your clients’ future benefits by ensuring
Medicare Secondary Payer Compliance.

Liability

We provide the expertise attorneys need
to protect their clients and navigate the
complexities of a liability settlement.

As laws evolve, there are now more questions
than answers as to whether plainti�s need a
Medicare Set-Aside. We review the medical
records and provide clear, definitive answers
and protect future benefits by ensuring 
Medicare Secondary Payer Compliance. Our
certified nurses provide expert support, timely
preparation, and submission to CMS.



WHY MASSIVE

Global negotiations with Medicare
and non-Medicare lien holders

Relief from time-consuming
negotiations and paperwork 

Easy submission process

Online updates available 24/7

Increased time to work on building
a stronger, more lucrative file

Improved client statisfaction
with accelerated disbursements

Increased firm profits

Access to our Fortune 50 optical
character recognition scanning technology



WHAT THEY’RE SAYING

“Our firm has greatly enjoyed working with
Massive... they are very responsive to our lien
issues... their work has taken stress o� our case
managers... they obtained significant savings
for our clients.”

“The knowledgeable sta� at Massive are experts
in sorting out lien issues and reaching settlements
with lienholders in a cost-e�ective way, which allows
busy litigators to concentrate on working up their
cases and preparing them for trial. Massive is an
integral member of the McKeen team.”

“Massive consistently delivers exceptional results
for our firm. What really sets Massive apart is the
clear priority they place on customer service. Their
online portal makes it incredibly easy to get up-to-
date lien information when we need it. And when
questions arise, the Massive team is always attentive
and easily reachable.”

“Massive o�ers a better, more e�cient, and cost
e�ective way to identify and resolve potential
medical liens.”

- Randall Blau, Buckfire & Buckfire

 - Ken Harrell, Joye Law Firm

- John LaParl, McKeen & Associates

- J. Robert Bell lll, Osborne & Francis
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